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DISCLAIMER
The information and products in this presentation are for educational 
purposes only and are not intended to provide medical advice, diagnose, 
treat, or cure any health conditions, or be construed as a therapeutic 
recommendation or prescription for any disease or symptom. The US Food 
and Drug Administration has not evaluated products or statements about 
specific products, health topics, or any suggested methods presented.

Viewers should not attempt self-diagnosis or self-treatment of any kind, and 
should not discontinue any medication or therapy or make any health-
related decisions without the advice of a licensed medical physician. You 
should consult with a physician or healthcare professional before starting 
any diet, exercise, or supplementation program, before taking any 
medication or nutritional supplement, or if you have or suspect you might 
have a health problem.



Bioweapons



Bioweapons Have Been Around for Thousands of Years

Ancient Greeks, Romans, and others tried to use pathogens
against their enemies, with disastrous results for both sides.



This Ain’t the First Pandemic

Bubonic plague, the “Black Death,” killed about
20 million people across Europe in the mid-1300s.



This Ain’t the First Pandemic
The 1918 “Spanish” flu killed 50 to 100 million people worldwide.

US soldiers infected with Spanish Flu at Camp Funston, Fort Riley, Kansas, 1918



Was the Spanish Flu Caused by a Bioweapon Attempt?

• The pandemic was not Spanish; the first cases trace back to a military base in Fort Riley, Kansas.

• January – June, 1918, an experimental bacterial meningitis vaccine cultured in horses by the 
Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research in New York was injected into soldiers at Fort Riley.

• During the rest of 1918, those soldiers – often living and traveling under poor sanitary 
conditions (trench warfare) – were sent to Europe to fight, spreading bacteria at every stop 
between Kansas and the frontline trenches in France.

• One study describes soldiers “with active infections who were aerosolizing the bacteria that 
colonized their noses and throats, while others—often, in the same “breathing spaces”—were 
profoundly susceptible to infection.”

• The “Spanish Flu” attacked healthy people in their prime. Flu usually attacks the young, old and 
immunocompromised.

• When WW1 ended in November, 1918, soldiers returned to their home countries and colonial 
outposts, spreading the killer bacterial pneumonia worldwide.

• During WW1, the Rockefeller Institute also sent the bacteria serum to England, France, Belgium, 
Italy and other countries, helping spread the epidemic worldwide.



Google search: “Spirochete Warfare by Elena Cook”

Lyme Disease Has Been
Weaponized Since WWII

Author: a former US 
Navy malaria scientist 
and respected science 
writer.

Books



AIDS, Ebola, SARS, West Nile Virus, Bird Flu, Swine flu, Legionnaire’s Disease, 
Morgellon’s Disease, and other pathogens in the news are also reportedly GMO 
pathogens. Insects have also been weaponized, for example GMO mosquitoes.

Books 

Other Pathogens Have
Also Been Weaponized



We Have Long Been Living
in An Era of Biowarfare

But now we have genetically modified pathogens to deal with.

Plum Island Animal Disease Center, now a part of the US Department of
Homeland Security, is notorious for strange disease outbreaks in its vicinity. 



The concentration of Lyme Disease in the US just happens to be concentrated
around the northeast where Plum Island is located. What a coincidence!

We Have Long Been Living
in An Era of Biowarfare



What are the Military Objectives of Biowarfare?
• Remove populations while leaving infrastructure standing
• Control and quarantine populations
• Emotionally and psychologically destabilize populations
• Threatening biowarfare for political coercion, blackmail
• Destabilize or destroy enemy economies
• Force regime change



Several Labs/Researchers Around the World
Have Reported That Covid-19 is a GMO
Indian Research Paper Says Covid-19 is a GMO With HIV Components.

Available at http://downloads.freshandalive.com



Nobel Prize Winning Virologist Dr. Luc Montagnier Says
Covid-19 is Manmade GMO With HIV Components

Several Labs/Researchers Around the World
Have Reported That Covid-19 is a GMO

www.gilmorehealth.com/chinese-coronavirus-is-a-man-made-virus-according-to-luc-montagnier-
the-man-who-discovered-hiv/



US virologist and former colleague of Anthony Fauci, Dr. Judy Mikovitz exposes the 
fraud behind the Covid and AIDS “pandemics,” gross conflicts of interest and 
profiteering by NIAID director Anthony Fauci. Fauci reportedly owns and has made 
millions of dollars on patents for AIDS, and has patents for Covid vaccines.

Prominent Virologist Exposes Covid Fraud

https://www.bitchute.com/playlist/00q0ZYrEwVyI/



July 2020: Dr. Stoian Alexov, president of the Bulgarian Pathology Association, is reporting that he 
and his colleagues across Europe have not found any evidence of any deaths from the novel 
coronavirus on that continent. He called the World Health Organization (WHO) a “criminal medical 
organization” for creating worldwide fear and chaos without providing objectively verifiable proof 
of a pandemic.

Prominent Pathologist Exposes Covid Fraud

https://www.bitchute.com/video/LbPxZoRDIcze/ 
https://www.globalresearch.ca/no-one-has-died-coronavirus/5717668

Dr. Stoian Alexov



Hong Kong virologist Dr. Yan Li-Meng exposes Covid-19 was made in the Wuhan lab 
and was intentionally released to destory the US and other economies to allow 
China to become the worlds’s dominant superpower. Another Chinese virologist 
from the Wuhan lab who defected echoed her claims. 

Top Chinese Virologist Says CCP
Created Covid-19 in Their Wuhan Lab 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dg1EcIZ5tFA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UVPEJD5yXSY



Attorney Dr. Francis Boyle, who drafted the US Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 
1989, says Covid is a bioweapon. 

Bioweapons Expert Says Covid is a Bioweapon

https://greatgameindia.com/dr-francis-boyle-creator-of-bioweapons-
act-says-coronavirus-is-biological-warfare-weapon/



“...no reliable data existed regarding the 
true numbers of infection at any stage of 
the epidemic in this country (Germany)”

“Covid-19 is a disease that makes some 
people sick, proves fatal to a few, and does 
nothing to the rest. Like any annual flu.”

“The SARS CoV-2 outbreak was never an 
epidemic of  national concern.... In mid-
April 2020, it was entirely evident that the 
epidemic was coming to an end....

German Doctors Expose Massive Data Fraud,
Coverup,  and Incompetence with Covid Reporting



https://patents.justia.com/inventor/anthony-s-fauci

Dr. Anthon Fauci has multiple patents for vaccines
and therapies for treating HIV, and now, Covid. 



https://corsination.com/fauci-patents-on-hiv-covid-19-components/

Dr. Anthon Fauci has multiple patents for vaccines
and therapies for treating HIV, and now, Covid. 



Anthony Fauci, US Covid advisor and director of The National Institute of Allergy and Infectious 
Diseases (NIAID), is also on the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation “leadership council.”

https://www.gatesfoundation.org/Media-Center/Press-Releases/2010/12/Global-Health-Leaders-Launch-Decade-
of-Vaccines-Collaboration

Unholy Alliances and Conflicts of Interest



Don’t want to take a Covid vaccine? No problem, take the chip!

https://www.zerohedge.com/technology/microchipd-darpa-biochip-save-us-covid-can-control-human-dna

Unholy Alliances and Conflicts of Interest



Operation Lockstep a “Scenario Planning Exercise” by the
Rockefeller Foundation to Practice for Possible Future Scenarios

https://www.nommeraadio.ee/meedia/pdf/RRS/Rockefeller%20Foundation.pdf

Unholy Alliances and Conflicts of Interest



Bill Gates Buys Media to Control the Official Narrative

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/press-in-his-pocket-bill-gates-buys-media-to-control-the-messaging

Unholy Alliances and Conflicts of Interest

Article Courtesy of:



https://www.zerohedge.com/news/2018-09-16/us-diplomats-involved-trafficking-human-blood-and-pathogens-
secret-military-program

Unholy Alliances and Conflicts of Interest



Android and Apple Phones all have Covid tracing software built into the OS.
Even if you don’t upgrade, the phone will install the patch anyway.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/05/20/apple-google-api-launch/

Unholy Alliances and Conflicts of Interest



Predictive Programming: Movies and TV to
Program the Mass Consciousness for Pandemics

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B006IVBSBU/

Unholy Alliances and Conflicts of Interest



Predictive Programming: Movies and TV to
Program the Mass Consciousness for Pandemics

https://www.amazon.com/Outbreak-Dustin-Hoffman/dp/B000N5177M/

Unholy Alliances and Conflicts of Interest



Many investors profited from short selling on stock market crash.
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-stocks-shortselling-idUKKBN21811E

Unholy Alliances and Conflicts of Interest



Attorney Dr. Reiner Fuellmich launches massive lawsuit with a global
network of lawyers against those perpetrating the Covid fraud. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/zarFW3hwuyBc/

Unholy Alliances and Conflicts of Interest



The World Bank web site notes millions of medical test kits classified by WHO as
“critical to tackling Covid-19” were already in place globally at least as far back as 2017.

The Covid-19 Pandemic Appears to Have Been Planned Years in Advance

https://wits.worldbank.org/trade/comtrade/en/country/ALL/year/2017/tradeflow/Exports/partner/WLD/
nomen/h5/product/300215
Safer link: www.stopworldcontrol.com/2017-covid19-testkits.pdf



The Covid-19 Pandemic Appears to Have Been Planned Years in Advance
https://humansarefree.com/2020/04/chinese-biological-experiments-to-infect-humans-with-
coronavirus-exposed-in-2015-by-italian-state-media.html

According to alleged CIA asset Benjamin 
Fulford, Italy’s high Covid rate was due 
to scalar weapon retaliation against 
Italy for exposing China’s biological 
experiments.



http://tapnewswire.com/2020/09/ultimate-proof-covid-19-was-planned-to-usher-in-the-new-world-order/

Good Resource for Massive Evidence the Pandemic Was Planned



As always, totalitarian control and management of the global population is presented as necessary or philanthropic 
for the public good. It is an engineered Hegelian dialectic, designed to reduce population and further enslave 
humanity. Create a problem to elicit a Pavlovian response from the public that something must be done, then 
provide the “solution” that is what was intended all along.

Covid is Being Used to Create a Global One World Order

www.weforum.org/great-reset/



On the surface, the globalist agendas sound benevolent and well-intentioned. But why aren’t proven natural cures 
and even inexpensive pharmaceutical cures for Covid that have existed for decades or more being utilized? Where 
is Ayurveda, Traditional Chinese Medicine, etc.? If “stakeholders” are meeting to figure out solutions, why are 
doctors and healers who have cures harshly suppressed and not allowed entry to “stakeholder” meetings?

Covid is Being Used to Create a Global One World Order

www.americasfrontlinedoctors.com



Many Covid Cures Have Already Been Found

https://www.businesstoday.in/sectors/pharma/coronavirus-update-bangladesh-
doctors-say-effective-drug-combination-found/story/404215.html

“A Bangladeshi medical team led by a senior 
doctor has claimed that their research on the 
combination of two widely used drugs has 
yielded astounding results in curing the 
patients with acute symptoms of the 
coronavirus...

We have got astounding results. Out of 60 
COVID-19 patients, all recovered as the 
combination of the two drugs were applied...

Ivermectin in a single dose with Doxycycline, 
an antibiotic, yielded virtually the near-
miraculous result in curing the patients with 
COVID-19.

... all patients recovered from the virus within 
4 days, he said, adding that there were no 
side effects of it.”



Many Covid Cures Have Already Been Found

Why aren’t these doctors getting any mainstream press or being invited to speak at the WHO, CDC, 
UN, World Economic Forum, etc.? Because the pandemic was planned for globalist agendas to 
manage the world population while profiting handsomely.

https://dominicantoday.com/dr/covid-19/2020/09/29/doctors-cure-6000-patients-with-covid-19-
with-ivermectin/

“The antiparasitic and antiviral drug, known 
in the market for 50 years, has been used by 
doctors in the country since the beginning of 
the epidemic to treat patients with the SARS-
CoV-2 virus that causes the Covid-19 disease; 
when the first cases began to appear and in 
the absence of a specific treatment.”



Many Covid Cures Have Already Been Found

https://www.businesstoday.in/sectors/pharma/coronavirus-update-bangladesh-
doctors-say-effective-drug-combination-found/story/404215.html



The PCR Test is Not a Diagnostic Tool

https://www.bitchute.com/video/elg4ywKGQNwl/

Kary Mullis, PhD, Nobel prize 
winning biochemist and inventor 
of the PCR test being used for 
Covid diagnosrtics, said the test 
should never be used for 
diagnostics, it is a DNA replication 
technique. He died just a few 
months before Covid was 
announced to the world.



The PCR Test is Not a Diagnostic Tool

https://bpa-pathology.com/covid19-pcr-tests-are-scientifically-meaningless/

Bulgarian Pathology Association also says PCR test is meaningless.



To Mask or Not To Mask, That is the Question

https://naturallyhealthynews.com/masking-the-truth/

A 1981 study by Dr. Neil Orr published in the Annals of the Royal 
College of Surgeons of England, showed that wearing no masks 
for six months during surgeries reduced the rate of wound 
infections to less than half that when wearing masks.

Other studies that show masks don’t work to prevent spread of infections:

•  Ritter et al., in 1975, found that ‘the wearing of a surgical face mask had no effect upon the overall operating room 
environmental contamination.’

•  Ha’eri and Wiley, in 1980, applied human albumin microspheres to the interior of surgical masks in 20 operations. At the end 
of each operation, wound washings were examined under the microscope. ‘Particle contamination of the wound was 
demonstrated in all experiments.’

•  Laslett and Sabin, in 1989, found that caps and masks were not necessary during cardiac catheterization. ‘No infections were 
found in any patient, regardless of whether a cap or mask was used,’ they wrote. Sjøl and Kelbaek came to the same conclusion 
in 2002.

•  In Tunevall’s 1991 study, a general surgical team wore no masks in half of their surgeries for two years. After 1,537 operations 
performed with masks, the wound infection rate was 4.7%, while after 1,551 operations performed without masks, the wound 
infection rate was only 3.5%.

•  A review by Skinner and Sutton in 2001 concluded that ‘The evidence for discontinuing the use of surgical face masks would 
appear to be stronger than the evidence available to support their continued use.’



To Mask or Not To Mask, That is the Question

•  Lahme et al., in 2001, wrote that ‘surgical face masks worn by patients during regional anesthesia, did not reduce the 
concentration of airborne bacteria over the operation field in our study. Thus, they are dispensable.’

•  Figueiredo et al., in 2001, reported that in five years of doing peritoneal dialysis without masks, rates of peritonitis in their 
unit were no different than rates in hospitals where masks were worn.

•  Bahli did a systematic literature review in 2009 and found that ‘no significant difference in the incidence of postoperative 
wound infection was observed between masks groups and groups operated with no masks.’

•  Surgeons at the Karolinska Institute in Sweden, recognizing the lack of evidence supporting the use of masks, ceased requiring 
masks in 2010 for anesthesiologists and other non-scrubbed personnel in the operating room. ‘Our decision to no longer require 
routine surgical masks for personnel not scrubbed for surgery is a departure from common practice. But the evidence to support 
this practice does not exist,’ wrote Dr. Eva Sellden.

•  Webster et al., in 2010, reported on obstetric, gynecological, general, orthopedic, breast and urological surgeries performed
on 827 patients. All non-scrubbed staff wore masks in half the surgeries, and none of the non-scrubbed staff wore masks in half 
the surgeries.

•  Lipp and Edwards reviewed the surgical literature in 2014 and found ‘no statistically significant difference in infection rates 
between the masked and unmasked group in any of the trials.’ Vincent and Edwards updated this review in 2016 and the 
conclusion was the same.

•  Carøe, in a 2014 review based on four studies and 6,006 patients, wrote that ‘none of the four studies found a difference in 
the number of post-operative infections whether you used a surgical mask or not.’

•  Salassa and Swiontkowski, in 2014, investigated the necessity of scrubs, masks and head coverings in the operating room and 
concluded that ‘there is no evidence that these measures reduce the prevalence of surgical site infection.’

•  Da Zhou et al., reviewing the literature in 2015, concluded that ‘there is a lack of substantial evidence to support claims that 
face masks protect either patient or surgeon from infectious contamination.’



Title III, 28 Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR) Part 36.101 States:

“The purpose of this part is to implement 
title III of the Americans with Disabilities 
Act of 1990 which prohibits discrim-
ination on the basis of disability by 
covered public accommodations and 
requires places of public accommodation 
and commercial facilities to be designed, 
constructed, and altered in compliance 
with the accessibility standards 
established by this part.”

https://www.ada.gov/2010_regs.htm

In the US, The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Overrides All State 
and Local Mask Ordinances and Company or Organizational Policies



https://www.fisherphillips.com/resources-alerts-businesses-that-mandate-masks-for-employees-and

In the US, The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Overrides All State 
and Local Mask Ordinances and Company or Organizational Policies

Good article to print and 
show to anyone mandating 
that you wear a mask. Keep 
this and ADA documents with 
highlights in your car. You 
must be willing to defend 
your rights if confronted!



Things that make you go “Hmmmm.”



18 GHz MM Waves Can Induce Cell Pores
to Dilate for Induced Infection 

5G currently comprises 3 frequency bands for different applications in the network:
Low-Band: 600-700 MHz, Mid-Band: 1-6 Ghz, High Band: 24-300 Ghz

https://www.gsma.com/spectrum/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/5G-Spectrum-Positions.pdf

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8736851

An Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineers 
(IEEE) study showed 18 
GHz waves induce electro-
poration “as a promising 
alternative to conventional 
transfection methods.” 
“Transfection” means 
intentional infection.



60 GHz MM Waves Starve Cells of Oxygen
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/international-journal-of-microwave-and-wireless-

technologies/article/millimeterwave-interactions-with-the-human-body-state-of-knowledge-and-
recent-advances/44B43B3E7CA335E5E1CD407BE2A1EA29



Can 5G Create Pathogenic Infections
(Like Covid), or the Symptoms of Them?

• Since scalar energy can create and alter matter, and Nobel Laureate Dr. Luc 
Montagnier’s work showing EM frequencies pulsed through sealed, sterilized 
containers of distilled water can create human DNA, and Wilhelm Reich’s work 
showing microscopic pseudo life forms (bions) can be created spontaneously in 
sterilized vacuum sealed containers, it’s plausible that EM and scalar waves could 
create microbes or viruses.

• We already know from quantum biofeedback, Rife machines, Lakhovsky Multiwave 
Oscillators, Kozyrev Mirrors, Tesla technology, and other scalar technologies that 
diseases and pathogens can be destroyed or induced by scalar waves.

• Scalar physicist Thomas Bearden’s work exposes that scalar energy technology can 
alter matter within the body.  

• In my own personal experience being hit with bioweapons and energy weapons, I 
have seen evidence that energy weapons can create pathogens in the body.



Research Paper States 5G Millimeter Waves Can
Create Viruses, Including Covid-19, in Skin Cells

The paper was quickly discredited and retracted.

https://archive.org/details/nih-16th-july-2020-5-g-technology-and-induction-of-coronavirus-in-skin-
cells/page/n5/mode/2up

“Thus 5G millimeter waves 
could be good candidates 
for applying in constructing 
virus-like structures such 
as Coronaviruses (COVID-
19) within cells.”



But that doesn’t mean physical viruses don’t
exist, they’ve been around well before 5G.

Colorized scanning electron micrographs reportedly of Covid-19



Is our understanding of microbes and life itself wrong?
According to the late Wilhelm Reich, there are nano-scale elemental life forms or pseudo life forms 
that form spontaneously, even in sterilized vacuums. Reich called them “bions.” Reich observed 
them appearing in a blue flash of light in sterilized vacuum-sealed containers. Reich was thrown in 
jail and had his research papers and technology stolen from him. He died in prison.  His research 
was later confirmed by Japanese researchers.

http://wilhelmreich.gr/en/research/microscopic-research/reich-blood-test-blood-disintegration/

Bions forming around blood cells 
and then deforming the cells.



Is our understanding of microbes and life itself wrong?
There are nano-scale exosomes, extracellular vesicles, and other structures that are 
not well understood. There is debate among scientists if viruses are even life forms. 
They can act much like a computer program.

https://exopharm.com/what-are-exosomes-and-why-are-exosomes-important/



Is our understanding of microbes and life itself wrong?
There are nano-scale exosomes, extracellular vesicles, and other structures that are 
not well understood. There is debate among scientists if viruses are even life forms. 
They can act much like a computer program.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6187740/



Is There an Extraterrestrial Link to Viruses?
NASA has an astrobiology institute to study extraterrestrial viruses and exobiology.
https://astrobiology.nasa.gov/nai/seminars/featured-seminar-channels/workshops-without-
walls/2019/9/18/astrovirology/index.html



SCALAR ENERGY
superluminal light, AKA chi, prana, 

kundalini, life force, biophotons, biofields, 
mitogenic rays, morphogenetic fields, 
orgone, longitudinal waves, tachyon 

energy, torsion waves/ fields, physical 
vacuum energy (PU), zero-point energy, 

source field, etc. 



Scalar Energy

• Creates, and can alter, matter

• Can structure electromagnetic    
energy/EMF (quantum coherence)

• Cells use it to regenerate

• Can relax brain wave states,
de-stress cells

• Can kill pathogens while not harming 
human, animal, plant, or other cells

• Consciousness is a form of scalar 
energy (see Ken Rohla- The Physics of 
How Consciousness Creates Reality
https://youtu.be/ jzpKm9QeLDo)





Protecting Your Body
From Bioweapons



Steps To Building Immune System, 
Maintaining and Regaining Health

144 Feet Tall
Weighs 55 

Tons

• Dense Living/Raw Vegan/Vegetarian Nutrition
• Hydration
• Good Sleep & Exercise
• Screening and Testing to Evaluate Health Status
• Internal & External Detoxification (Including Parasite/Pathogen Cleansing)
• Energy Medicine
• Emotional Healing
• Clearing/Reprogramming Conscious and Unconscious Self-Destructive Beliefs



Steps To Physical Detoxification
And Cellular Regeneration

Living plant-based food is the foundation of health!
Live food is regenerative, cooked food is degenerative.



Clean Chlorella
www.healthrangerstore.com

Oceans Alive
Marine Phytoplankton

Even organic food often does not have the nutrients it should have, and with the 
incredibly toxic environment on Earth, food alone cannot provide enough 
protection, hence the need for supplements for dense nutrition and detoxification.

Superfoods and Supplements

Whole Food Vitamin C
www.markusproducts.com



Hydration

• Cleansing is essentially flushing
• Drink ½ your weight in ounces of structured pure living 

spring water or Vitalized purified water daily
• Daily vegetable juices high in chlorophyll, low in sugar and 

starches

Steps To Physical Detoxification
And Cellular Regeneration



Good, deep sleep is super important for
keeping one’s immune system strong.



Exercise also important for
keeping one’s immune system strong.

Strong doesn’t necessarily
mean fit or healthy.



Energy Medicine



Meditation With Pyramids
Brahmarshi Patriji and the Pyramid Spiritual Societies Movement

www.pssmovement.org
www.pyramidvalley.org

See YouTube: Ken Rohla- The Physics of How Consciousness Creates Reality
https://youtu.be/ jzpKm9QeLDo



Kundalini Kriya Yoga, Chi Gong, Tai Chi, etc.
www.siddhanath.org

www.kriya.org



Practitioner-Based Quantum Biofeedback
QX World QXCI SCIO, Indigo, Eductor, or Quex

L.I.F.E. System, Timewaver

www.services.freshandalive.com
www. www.qxsubspace.com, www.life-het.com

www.timewaver.com/en/

To find a practitioner go to:

There are sophisticated scalar energy devices that can screen the body for specific stressors, and 
some that can send scalar energy of various frequencies back into the body to help relieve those 
stressors, including GMO biowarfare agents, nuclear radiation, EMF damage, and much more. 
Additionally, some can program aqueous ORMES solutions to hold frequencies that can heal 
and/or protect the body against stressors including EMF and nuclear radiation.



Portable Scalar Energy Devices
Healy Pocket-Sized Quantum Biofeedback Device

http://healy.freshandalive.com

This device is a pocket quantum biofeedback device for a fraction of the cost of a large 
practitioner’s device. Rather than taking years of training to master a quantum biofeedback device, 
the Healy only takes minutes to learn how to use, and it has hundreds if not thousands of scalar 
frequencies. We will all need technology like this going forward to protect ourselves against 5G 
wireless, bioweapons, nuclear fallout, GMOs, chemtrail pollutants, nano tech, etc.



Portable Scalar Energy Devices
Life Balance Pocket-Sized Rife Frequency Device

http://lifebalance.freshandalive.com

The Life Balance is a lightweight pocket-sized Rife device about the size of an original iPod which 
emits scalar energy pulsed at Rife frequencies. Rife frequencies can help everything from killing 
parasites and pathogens to giving you more energy, improving sleep, etc.



Portable Scalar Energy Devices
Spooky 2 Pocket-Sized Rife Frequency Device

www.spooky2.com

Another pocket-sized Rife device which emits scalar energy pulsed at Rife frequencies.



Portable Scalar Energy Devices
Rife Digital Professional V2 Small Rife Frequency Device

www. rifedigital.com (USA)
www. rifedigital.net (Europe)

Another small Rife device similar to the Life Balance but much larger and heavier.



Home Shield and Rest Shield
Powered scalar energy generators

www.freshandalive.com

Home Shield
For Outdoor & Whole House

EMF Protection & Sleep

Rest Shield
For Indoor EMF

Protection and Sleep



Physical Detoxification
Parasite/Pathogen Cleansing



Chlorine Dioxide
Solution (CDS)

Miracle Mineral 
Supplement (MMS)

www.kvlab.com
Protocols: www.andreaskalcker.com/en/protocolos/

www.jimhumble.co (not “.com”), www.jimhumblebooks.co

Less Expensive,
Easier to Travel With

Tastes Much Better,
Needs Refrigeration



Learn How to Use and Make Chlorine Dioxide
Andreas Kalcker in Germany has a lot of great info on ClO2 

andreaskalcker.com/en/



Scalar Energized Monatomic Silver
Kills pathogens & infections, easy on the stomach

Accelerated Silver

www.freshandalive.com



Fresh And Alive Alive Iodine
(Scalar energy enhanced, 100% bioavailable)

Scalar Energized Monatomic Iodine
Provides 100% bioavailable iodine, helps detoxify and protect 
thyroid, helps kill parasites and pathogens. Programmed with 
scalar anti-frequencies of all known radioactive elements.



Coseva Advanced TRS
www.freshandalive.com

Nano Zeolites
Helps remove toxins, heavy metals, pathogens, nano particles



144 Feet Tall
Weighs 55 

Tons

Herbal Detox Kits

Tissue and organ
specific formulas.

www.freshandalive.com
www.drmorsesherbalhealthclub.com

Superb line of affordable, 
comprehensive, easy-to-use 
herbal detox kits. Some with 
ORMUS. Use Patient Direct 
Code NFHZDAVQ to order.

www.cellcorebiosciences.com

Internal Cleansing With Herbs



Non-GMO Liposomal Vitamin C
Helps remove nuclear radio-contamination,

strengthens immune system.

LivOn Labs Lypospheric Vitamin C



Bulk Apple Pectin Powder
Helps removes nuclear radiation & chemtrail pollutants from gut.

www.herbsfirst.com



Food Grade Activated Charcoal
Helps remove transuranic elements and other toxins in gut.



www. vitalityherbsandclay.com

Sacred Clay Products
For removing transuranic elements and other toxins in gut.



Sonne 7
(Bentonite Clay in Water)

Montmorillonite Clay

Other Easy-to-Find Clay Products
For removing transuranic elements and other toxins in gut.



For Removing Transuranic Elements and Toxins in Gut

Mix the following to make your own emergency detox powder:

Psyllium Seed Husk
Montmorillonite,

Bentonite, or Sacred Clay Food Grade Charcoal

Chia Seed/Powder or Flax Seed/Powder
(Just a few tablespoons per pint)Apple Pectin Powder



Microbe Blast
www.restandrepair.com

For Plants:
2-3 tbsp per gallon of water, 
root feed

For People:
Take in veggie capsules. 
See web site for instructions.



Oxygen-Based Intestinal Cleansers
Helps to remove intestinal plaque and

kill gut pathogens while you sleep.

www.freshandalive.com



Probiotics
Especially good when stomach is too weak for CDS/MMS.

Repopulates the gut with beneficial bacteria.

www.freshandalive.comwww.livingstreamsmission.com



Ken Rohla, President
www.FreshAndAlive.com

Private membership for uncensored info:
www.freshandaliveclub.com

THANK YOU!


